
 

 
 

 

 

 

RICERCHE PARTNER 

dalla rete Enterprise Europe Network  
 

Slovak Game Development Studio, looking for global partnerships and investments in the 

ecological gaming and crypto-gaming sectors (Ref: BOSK20230403023) 

An innovative Game Development Studio based in Bratislava aims to elevate the gaming industry. 

Our primary game expands what is possible by combining casual gaming and blockchain rewards to 

plant REAL trees in the real world. This kind of creativity and innovation is celebrated and nurtured 

at the studio. The company is looking for new partnerships and investments specifically in the 

ecological, gaming, and crypto-gaming sectors. 

*** 

UK-based SME developing a diagnostic device are seeking electronic designers with expertise in 

component miniaturisation for submission to Horizon Europe call HORIZON-HLTH-2023-TOOL-05-

05 (Ref: RDRGB20230403008) 

A UK based SME is developing a wearable diagnostic device that uses microwave technology to 

detect lactate as an indicator of health and well-being. They are looking for electronic designer 

companies or RTOs with expertise in miniaturisation of device components for inclusion in an 

application to Horizon Europe under a research cooperation agreement 

*** 

Spanish company is looking for a tech partner to offer visual recognition of products to help its 

customers identify and ask for spare parts, product information or hints about use and 

maintenance (Ref: TRES20230329023) 

Spanish company specialised in bathroom products is looking for a tech solution for visual 

recognition of products in order to help customers identify and ask for spare parts, product 

information or hints about use and maintenance, under a PoC or commercial agreement. 

*** 

Polish manufacturer of natural medicine products looking fo essential oils supplier (Ref: 

BRPL20230403019) 

Polish company makes and sells products of natural origin, both in the form of herbs, supplements 

and care products that will help keep the body in good condition. They have 2 onsite shops, online 

one and sell their products on shopping platforms. 
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They look for essential oils supplier that would meet the requirements: 

1kg packagings / food and cosmetic quality / IFRA documentation / 10ml samples 

*** 

Innovative Danish company is looking for partners with experience in embedded software and 

hardware development of scanning equipment for electrical installations (Ref: TRDK20230328032) 

An innovative Danish engineering company with a focus on modernizing electrical installations in 

buildings has developed a system for the digital tagging of electrical installations. The company is 

now looking for a development partner that can assist with the bulk of its development. The tasks 

at hand are primarily analog design and embedded software development. 

*** 

Spanish SME is looking for a partner to automatize and digitalize its chemical processes under a 

PoC collaboration (Ref: TRES20230329010) 

Spanish SME Concentrol is looking for a tech provider that helps them automatize and digitalize its 

chemical processes to increase in OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) under a PoC collaboration 

*** 

French company is looking for a manufacturer partner of small, lightweight 5kW hydrogen fuel 

cells for use in light mobility in order to charge the batteries (Ref: TRFR20230323022) 

 

A French company designs and produces energy systems based on hydrogen gas (H2). The company 

plans to launch new low-carbon product that merges the energies of solar panels (PV), Fuel Cells 

(FCs) and batteries to be integrated into light cars or light boats. The company seeks compact small 

FCs with nominal power from 5kW up to 10kW. FCs should not be bulky and featured with some 

specific characteristics. A commercial agreement with technical assistance is sought with 

manufacturer of such FCs. 

*** 

Innovative Stakeholder Dialogue software tool sought (Ref: TRDE20230328029) 

A large German airport operator is looking for an innovative stakeholder dialogue software. 

Cooperation under a commercial agreement or research and development cooperation is 

envisaged. 
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